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Introduction

What is a Genre? 
A genre is defined as a category of written expression that is characterised by similarities in form, style 
or subject matter. The term originated in French, meaning ‘independent style’, and is often referred to as 
‘form’ or ‘type’ of writing. There are many different genres to choose from. When it comes to literature 
and writing, there are two main genres: fiction and non-fiction. However, within these there are sub-
genres such as short story, script, essay and scientific report—for some genres, you can go even further. 
For example, there are several different kinds of essays, including persuasive and informative. Genres are 
useful because they allow us to categorise and define types of writing.

What is the Importance of Genre? 
There is inherent value in texts conforming to specific genres—if we know what the text is trying to achieve 
before we become familiar with the text, then the text is already one step closer to achieving its purpose. 
Genre is critical for both the reader and the author—if the author does not know the purpose of their text 
while writing it, then it will fail to engage readers and will not hold any value. 

Of course, choice of genre is only one of the important issues to be addressed when constructing a text. 

What is the Importance of Genre? 
There is inherent value in texts conforming to specific genres—if we know what the text is trying to achieve 
before we become familiar with the text, then the text is already one step closer to achieving its purpose. 
Genre is critical for both the reader and the author—if the author does not know the purpose of their text 
while writing it, then it will fail to engage readers and will not hold any value. 

Of course, choice of genre is only one of the important issues to be addressed when constructing a text. 

How to Construct a Genre
To create a text, a good writer must progress through several stages.

1. Pre-Writing/Planning

In this section, the author must consider several questions, which will help them in putting their text into 
perspective (and thus help them identify why they are writing it). 

 The questions are:
A. Why am I writing? I.e., what is the purpose of this piece?
B. Who am I writing for? I.e., who is my audience?
C. What subject matter will I include? I.e., what am I writing about?
D. What genre will I use? I.e., in which medium will I best be able to present my thoughts? 

N.B. “What genre will I use” is only one of the considerations—and this will often be heavily influenced      
by the answers to a, b, and c. 
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Planning a text before beginning to write will assist the author in following the structure of their chosen 
genre and therefore sequence their ideas in an effective way. Every individual will have a different method 
of planning that suits them, whether it is brainstorming, outlining or listing. All plans should integrate the 
structure of the chosen genre and how the text will follow that genre.

2. Writing/Drafting/Redrafting

In this stage, the author forms their piece of work, using the answers to the questions in stage one as 
their foundations. In this stage, the true meaning of the text is created, and its purpose becomes easily 
identifiable.

If possible, it is best to leave your work for at least a day between drafts, as this allows you to approach it 
with a fresh perspective in your redrafting. When writing under test conditions, this will not be possible; 
however, you should always allow time for this when you are writing assignments.

3. Editing

In this stage of creating the work, the author thoroughly revises their work, paying particular attention 
to vocabulary, grammar, spelling and punctuation. At this stage, the tone of the piece may also be slightly 
altered; as the author is further acquainted with their work, they will have a more developed idea of who 
the target demographic is (their intended audience). Vocabulary may be adjusted accordingly, and in the 
editing phase, the author refines the level of subjectivity so that it is appropriate for the genre. By the end 
of the editing stage, the author should be confident that they have effectively developed their central idea 
(what they are writing about).

When writing a response in the QCS Writing Task, you should not only ensure that you follow the steps 
that have been outlined above, but also be certain that you are responding to the stimulus material and the 
theme of the task. It would be futile to create a fantastic piece of work that has no relation to the stimulus 
or theme of the task. Your knowledge of genre structure should help you to maximise your potential in the 
Writing Task and allow you to create a more organised and coherent response. 

4. Finalising

In this final stage, all of the previous stages come together to form the final presentation of the writing. 
After it has been written neatly (in the case of written exams) or formatted nicely (in the case of other 
assignments), a final proofread is needed to ensure no errors were brought into the work during this stage.SA
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Writing an Analytical Essay

What is an Analytical Essay?
An analytical essay examines and evaluates an issue or a set of information and is often written in 
response to a question. The nature of this genre of writing depends on its context: a literary analytical 
essay will often assess an aspect in a novel or a play; a philosophical analytical essay may scrutinise an 
ethical theory; a scientific analytical essay may investigate the results of an experiment. 

What is the Purpose of an Analytical Essay?
Analytical essays seek to discuss, analyse, evaluate and respond to the presentation of an issue, concept 
or result by examining data and evidence. As such, in addition to asking what, where and when, analytical 
essays ask why and how, develop a perspective, and ultimately propose and defend a thesis.

What Should an Analytical Essay Contain?

An analytical essay should feature an in-depth and perceptive analysis of the topic in focus, an underlying 
thesis presenting the author’s response to the topic and a justified evaluation of why this thesis is correct.

 ∆ STRUCTURE

Make sure your writing is split into paragraphs in a deliberately sequenced and logical manner, and your 
central idea is well developed and evident throughout. The best way to ensure that this is done well is to 
produce a plan beforehand, dividing your arguments and supporting points up according to their topic or 
focus. You can do this in a list or brainstorm.

Introduction

Like all essays, an analytical essay’s introduction should contain a thesis: an articulation of the main 
argument that clearly and definitely responds to the topic or question at hand. In addition to this, your 
introduction should capture the reader’s interest, introduce the topic to be examined and provide a brief 
outline of how the supporting data will be discussed and analysed.

Body Paragraphs

The body of an analytical essay is normally comprised of 3–4 paragraphs, each one focussing on a specific 
element of the evaluation of and response to the topic. Be sure to examine alternative perspectives on or 
interpretations of your topic in at least one body paragraph, and argue why your view is more correct than 
these alternative perspectives. 

Your topic sentence for each paragraph should introduce and summarise the point you are about to make. 
The remaining sentences should explain this point, provide evidence in support of it (in the form of 
statistics or quotes, for example) and then conclude with a sentence that links the issue back to the thesis 
and, if possible, the next paragraph.

Conclusion

This sums up the whole argument, reiterating to your audience exactly what they have just read and why 
your analysis and interpretation is correct. It is normally short (around 100 words, depending on the 
overall word limit and topic) and does not introduce any new information.
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 ∆ LANGUAGE FEATURES
Remember that you are attempting to craft a response to your topic that explains how and why, not just 
what it is all about. 

Logos
Appeal to your audience’s sense of reasoning and logic by using factual examples and evidence to support 
your evaluation and response. This also establishes your credibility as a writer, as it validates and justifies 
your viewpoint. For instance, if you are arguing that Lady Macbeth in William Shakespeare's Macbeth 
challenges traditional notions of the female gender, include quotes from the play that demonstrate her 
status as a strong and independent woman. 

Rhetoric 
Seeing as you are trying to convince your audience of the validity of your opinion, your essay should be rife 
with persuasive devices, such as: 

 ∆ Rhetorical questions: Statements posed as questions that are asked purely for persuasive effect. 
e.g., Writing “How is this fair?” invites the audience to think, “It isn’t!”

 ∆ Analogies and anecdotes: Drawing parallels with events, people, things or stories to show their 
similarities.

 ∆ Figurative language: Phrases that are not meant to be interpreted literally. Those appropriate in the 
context of an analytical essay include:

 ∆ Similes: Comparisons made using “like” or “as”. 
  e.g., In a world where reality TV stars are treated like Royals…

 ∆ Metaphors: Directly referring to something as another thing to show a similarity. 
  e.g., Enid Blighton’s character George is a diamond in the sea of female literary heroines.

 ∆ Personification: Giving inanimate objects human qualities. 
  e.g., …slipping through Earth’s fingers…

 ∆ Hyperboles: A dramatic exaggeration used to make a point. 
  e.g., Schoolchildren have more gadgets than a space cadet. 

 ∆ Alliteration: A series of words beginning with the same sound. 
  e.g., The mines were beyond the government’s greedy grasp.

 ∆ Juxtaposition: Arranging two or more ideas, characters or events to show how they contrast. 
  e.g., The child played with his wooden toy while the tanks rolled by.

 ∆ The rule of threes: A principle in writing that things that come in three are more persuasive and 
effective. 
  e.g., I came, I saw, I conquered.

Analysis
Discuss the representation or logistics of your topic and evaluate your findings by reasoning, drawing 
conclusions and making predictions. In a literary context, make deductions and inferences based on 
features of the text, such as setting, audience, characters, gender representations and class structures. In a 
philosophical or political context, examine factors like the political climate, prevalent schools of thought 
and socio-cultural context. In a historical context, make considerations about the values, attitudes and 
beliefs of the time, global politics, and the cause and effect of certain events.
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Tone
The language used in an analytical essay should be formal. This will create an air of professionalism and 
authority in your writing, which will contribute towards achieving one of your ultimate goals in producing 
an analytical essay: convincing your audience that your analysis is correct.

Cohesive Ties
Using transition words and phrases (e.g., ‘moreover’, ‘furthermore’, ‘indeed’, ‘consequently’, ‘similarly’, ‘on 
the other hand’, ‘for this reason’) improves the cohesiveness of the essay and links your arguments together. 
They also help your ideas to flow in a more sequential manner and show off your skills as an essay writer.

Discourse
The language and nomenclature (technical language) you use should be appropriate to both your audience 
and the topic at hand. In a literary context, use phrases like ‘socio-cultural context’ and ‘protagonist’. In a 
mathematical context, use numerical and operative proofs. Colloquialisms should be avoided, as should 
contractions (e.g., write ‘do not’ rather than ‘don’t’). 

Vocabulary 
Try to utilise an impressive selection of sophisticated words throughout your text. Make sure you know 
how to spell and use these words before inserting them, however, as trying too hard to use complex 
vocabulary can detract from your writing, especially if you use it incorrectly! You should also try to refrain 
from using too many nominalisations—this is when verbs are turned into nouns (e.g., demonstrate → 
demonstration). Essay writers often fall into the trap of using an excessive amount of nominalistion in an 
attempt to sound professional; while nominalisation can be useful, do not overdo it.

Voice
The writer’s opinion should be conveyed through emotive and persuasive language rather than direct first-
person statements and personal voice. Third person is highly recommended in most instances, as it furthers 
your credibility and suggests you are an expert in the field you are discussing. 

Punctuation
Try to make use of the following less conventional punctuation marks at least once in your essay: 

 ∆ Colons                     :

 ∆ Semi-colons            ;

 ∆ Ellipses                   …

 ∆ Question marks     ?

 ∆ Dashes       —

 ∆ Brackets      ( )
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Deconstructing an Analytical Essay

TEXTUAL 
FEATURES

TITLE
Always include an 
appropriate title!

INTRODUCTION
This introduction gives 
background information 
as to the nature and 
author of the play, gives 
an outline of what the 
essay will be analysing 
(different representations 
of masculinity) and builds 
towards the hypothesis: 
The destruction brought 
about when Macbeth seeks 
to preserve his masculine 
self image indicates that 
concepts of gender roles are 
critical to success.

BODY 
PARAGRAPH 1
The topic sentence 
introduces exactly what this 
paragraph will expound on: 
the socio-cultural context in 
which Macbeth is set and its 
embedded patriarchal values. 
When discussing a text, it 
is a good idea to include an 
introductory body paragraph 
discussing its socio-cultural 
setting, as this contextualises 
what you are analysing in the 
readers’ minds.

BODY 
PARAGRAPH 2

The sentence that opens 
this paragraph indicates 
what is to be discussed: 
Macbeth’s masculinity. Each 
point made is supported 
by evidence taken from 
the text and referenced 
appropriately: an essential 
inclusion in an analytical 
essay about a play, book or 
movie. Quotes are well-
integrated and cohesive ties 
are used throughout (e.g. 
“He then takes this new 
sense of identity further…”).

LANGUAGE 
FEATURES

(1) Power of threes.

(2) Nomenclature used in 
literary analytical essays.

(3) Vocabulary.

(4) Cohesive ties. 

(5) Analysis.

(6) Well-integrated and 
well-referenced quotes.

Representations of Maculinity 
in Macbeth?

Macbeth is perhaps William Shakespeare’s darkest and 
most well-known tragedy –8 an epic tale of ambition, 
murder and betrayal1. Throughout the play, various 
representations of masculinity are explored, particularly 
through the use of juxtaposition and the subversion of 
gender roles. Macbeth’s eponymous protagonist, the 
archetypical tragic hero2, descends from a moral man 
into one “smack of honour” (Act I, Scene II, Line 44) 
in a desperate attempt to preserve what he perceives as 
a strong masculine self-image. In doing so, he leads his 
kingdom into ruin and himself to his inevitable demise, 
thus4 illustrating that concepts of gender roles are 
critical to success. 

Society in medieval Scotland, where Macbeth is 
set, was very much patriarchal. Men assumed the 
dominant position in all environments, exhibiting 
strength, control and authority. They were required to 
be ruthless, brave and ambitious, particularly in their 
quests for success. To complement this, women were 
expected to be meek, gentle and obedient, placing high 
value on their roles as wives and mothers. Any qualities 
perceived as feminine were thought of as weak and 
unable to coexist with power and authority.  

The play opens with Macbeth engaged in typical 
acts of macho prowess, demonstrating heroism and 
victory on the battlefield – the ideal male5. He is the 
“brave Macbeth,” (Act I, Scene II, Line 18)6, loyal to 
his king and with the ability to slit his enemies from 
“the nave to th’ chops.” (Act I, Scene II, Line 24). His 
sense of self-worth as a man, however, soon becomes 
threatened by his own wife, who associates his loyalty 
and compassion with weakness. In Act I Scene V, Lady 
Macbeth expresses her fears that her husband is too 
full of “th’ milk of human kindness” (Line 4) to take the 
necessary steps to make himself king, convincing him 
that naked aggression is synonymous with masculinity. 
Eventually, Macbeth ends up reasserting himself as 
a man by formulating a plan to kill Banquo in secret, 
keeping his plans from his wife. He then takes his new 
sense of gender identity further, goading the murderers 
he has hired to kill Banquo into action by questioning 
their manliness in sympathising with their victims – an 
emotional response he dismisses as effeminate4.  
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Deconstructing an Analytical Essay
(Continued)

TEXTUAL 
FEATURES

BODY 
PARAGRAPH 3

This paragraph opens 
with a cohesive tie linking 
it back to what was 
previously said: “This view 
of masculinity…”. The 
quote used is explained and 
rephrased through the use 
of the word “essentially” 
in a sentence that wraps 
up the main point of the 
paragraph nicely.

BODY 
PARAGRAPH 4

This topic sentence 
perfectly signposts 
what will be discussed 
in the remainder of 
the paragraph: the 
consequences of 
Macbeth’s twisted sense 
of masculinity. The final 
sentence summarises the 
final outcomes and indeed 
the essay, leaving readers 
ready to arrive at the 
conclusion.

CONCLUSION

The conclusion does 
more than just restate 
the introduction. It gives 
readers a solid overview 
of the topic, and without 
introducing any new 
information, summarises 
the irony of Macbeth’s 
struggle and reaffirms in 
a fresh way how the play 
conveys the importance of 
concepts of gender to one’s 
success as a ruler.

LANGUAGE 
FEATURES
(4) Cohesive ties. 

(5) Analysis.

(6) Well-integrated and 
well-referenced quotes.

(7) Figurative language—
hyperbole.

(3) Vocabulary.

(8) Punctuation.

This view of masculinity as violent and aggressive is 
further explored4 through Lady Macbeth’s actions. 
Instead of sticking to societal conventions and being 
submissive to her husband, she hungers for an all-
encompassing sense of dominance5. To attain such 
power, she seeks to subdue her feminine characteristics, 
and in Act I, Scene IV, declares, “Come, you spirits 
that tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here, and fill 
me from the crown to the toe top-full of direst cruelty” 
(Lines 38 - 41).” 6 Essentially, such are the limitations of 
her gender that she would trade her mother’s milk for 
gall7 to fulfil her lust for power.  

In keeping with his wife’s wishes, Macbeth finally 
achieves his goals and becomes king, and it is then 
that the deleterious consequences of his warped view 
of manhood are revealed. Not only does his kingdom 
descend into chaos, but when he meets with the witches 
in Act IV Scene I, he gets a vision of two children. 
These children are representative of kingship:8 one 
bloody and one crowned. The bloody child symbolises 
Macbeth’s leadership, and its deformations are reflective 
of his regal illegitimacy. In juxtaposition to this, the 
crowned child represents the leadership of Malcolm – 
an authenticity beyond the grasp of Macbeth. Through 
this4, coupled with the fact that he has not sired a child, 
Macbeth comes to the realisation that he is not noble, 
legitimate or masculine when compared with the other 
male characters.6 

Macbeth’s struggles to protect his sense of male pride 
are ultimately ironic. The associations he and his wife 
make between gender, cruelty and power are shown 
to comprise a false representation of masculinity, as 
all Macbeth achieves is the destruction of his initial 
moral potency, the emasculation3 of himself and the 
downfall of his kingdom. This is evident in the final 
contrast presented between Macbeth’s interpretations of 
manhood and the other male characters in the text, and 
clearly denotes that concepts of gender roles are critical 
to success. 
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Analytical Essay

Character Evaluation
Choose a female character from a book—Scout Finch from To Kill a Mockingbird, Hermione Granger from 
Harry Potter, Rapunzel from the fairytale by the Brothers’ Grimm, Bella Swan from Twilight, Lady Macbeth 
from Macbeth, Jo March from Little Women—anyone you like. On the lines below, write an analytical essay 
about what representation of femininity this character represents. Do they challenge the traditional female 
stereotype, or reiterate it? Are they someone worth aspiring to, or someone to scorn? To do so, evaluate 
the character’s personal qualities, behaviour, relationships with other characters and discourse; the socio-
cultural setting of the text (values, attitudes and beliefs); and anything else you deem appropriate. Ensure 
you have an introduction with a thesis statement, three body paragraphs and a conclusion. Remember: 
don’t just ask what—ask why and how!
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__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Analytical Essay
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Writing an Argumentative/Opinionative Essay

What is an Argumentative/Opinionative Essay?
Argumentative/opinionative essays seek to prove the merit of an opinion or theory about an issue.

What is the Purpose of an Argumentative/Opinionative Essay?
 
Unlike in a persuasive essay, you are not necessarily trying to win your readers over—rather, you are just 
trying to show that your opinion on an issue is valid. So although you want your readers to see the value of 
your point of view, it is ultimately up to them to either agree or disagree with it.

As such, you need to discuss both sides of the argument at length, using evidence to confirm the strengths 
of your side and the weaknesses of the other. Rather than using persuasive techniques (e.g., rhetorical 
questions, repetition) and appealing to the emotions of your readers, you should use facts, figures and 
examples to give weight to your views. 

What Should an Argumentative/Opinionative Essay Contain?

 ∆ SUBJECT MATTER
You cannot argue a statement of fact—your subject needs to be a position on a particular issue. For your 
topic to be debatable, there needs to be at least one opinion in opposition to yours that could be argued. 
Good argumentative/opinionative essays contain:

 ∆ A logical set of reasons that support the underlying contention.

 ∆ Consideration of the opposing perspective and rebuttal against it. Foresee possible objections to your 
point of view and mention their plausible merits (if any). This is not necessarily a weakness in your 
views—particularly if you can then rebut them!

Some examples of argumentative topics include moral points of view (e.g., abortion, the death penalty) and 
social issues (e.g., pensions, marriage).

 ∆ STRUCTURE
Make sure your writing is split into paragraphs in a deliberately sequenced and logical manner, and your 
central idea is well-developed and evident throughout. Rather than trying to cover as many points related 
to your argument as you can, it is best to focus on those most crucial to your point of view and those that 
you can support with the best evidence. A good planning measure is to write up a list of arguments in 
favour of your position, write up a list of counter-arguments and then write a list of possible rebuttal to 
these counter-arguments. 

Introduction
An argumentative/opinionative essay’s introduction needs to contain a thesis: a consideration of both 
sides of the argument that firmly acknowledges the side you will be arguing. This thesis statement can be 
splayed over more than one sentence if necessary and can appear anywhere in the introduction provided 
its position is logical. In addition to stating your thesis, your introduction should provide a brief outline of 
what your body paragraphs will argue.
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Body Paragraphs
You should aim to have three body paragraphs. Each one should begin with a 
topic sentence that orients the reader with the point you will be discussing or 
rebutting. Conclude each paragraph with a sentence that links the issue back to the 
thesis and, if possible or appropriate, the next paragraph.

There are many different structures you could utilise in the body of your argumentative/opinionative essay. 
Three possibilities have been outlined for you.

 1)  Body Paragraph 1: Your arguments. 
  Body Paragraph 2: Your arguments.
  Body Paragraph 3: Opposing arguments + rebuttal against them.

 2)  Body Paragraph 1: Opposing arguments + rebuttal against them. 
  Body Paragraph 2: Your arguments.
  Body Paragraph 3: Your arguments. 

 3)  Body Paragraph 1: Opposing argument 1 + rebuttal against it. 
  Body Paragraph 2: Opposing argument 2 + rebuttal against it. 
  Body Paragraph 3: Opposing argument 3 + rebuttal against it. 

The third structure makes ample use of the opposing/contrary point of view throughout the essay. This 
structure is just as effective as the previous two—the major difference is that you start each body paragraph 
by rebutting the views of the opposition,  and then you use evidence and facts to highlight your views 
relating to that particular aspect of the debate/issue. 

Conclusion
This sums up the whole argument, reiterating to your audience exactly what they have just read. It is 
normally short (around 100 words, depending on the overall word limit and topic) and does not introduce 
any new information.

Notes:

 ∆ It should be obvious to the reader what the major thesis of the essay is and what the supporting 
arguments are.

 ∆ Always put points ‘for’ and ‘against’ your chosen topic—don’t leave out the opposite point of view or 
your case is weakened.

 ∆ Give thought to an impressive opening and emphatic conclusion.

 ∆ Provide evidence (e.g., statistics, quotes) to support your thesis and to rebut counter-arguments.

 ∆ Avoid vague statements. It is essential that you are concise and specific in your writing otherwise 
your point of view seems less ‘valid’ and informed, and you will risk your audience choosing to agree 
with one of the opposing points of view you have presented.

 ∆ LANGUAGE FEATURES
Logos
Appeal to your audience’s sense of reasoning and logic by using factual examples and evidence to support 
your evaluation and response. This also establishes your credibility as a writer, as it validates and justifies 
your viewpoint. For instance, if you are arguing that curfews should be imposed on young drivers, support 
your assertion with facts linking late-night driving to an increase in accidents. 
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Transition Phrases/Cohesive Ties
Using transition words and phrases (e.g., ‘moreover’, ‘furthermore’, ‘indeed’, ‘consequently’, ‘similarly’, ‘on 
the other hand’, ‘for this reason’) improves the cohesiveness of the essay and links your arguments together. 
When you are discussing the opposing side of the argument or contrasting alternative views with your own, 
use transition phrases, such as, ‘Opponents of this idea maintain that…’ or ‘In juxtaposition to this…’ Both 
will help your ideas to flow in a more sequential manner and show off your skills as an essay writer.

Rebuttal
Don’t just list off facts or reasoning the opposition uses to argue the topic or issue in 
their favour: evaluate them, declare them incorrect and then justify your declaration. 
To do so, use phrases like, ‘This contention simply doesn’t hold up when examined 
in depth.’ Then, explain why using rebuttal. 

There are three ways you can refute or rebut opposing views:

1. Mention that their views are partially correct in some ways, but then go on to outline all the flaws in 
those views.

2. Disagree completely with the opposing side’s views by presenting contrasting evidence. 
3. State that their views are irrelevant; however, this technique requires you to present ‘relevant’ 

evidence that supports your point of view.

Seeing as the ultimate goal of rebuttal is to prove the merit of your opinion, your essay should be rife with 
persuasive devices, such as: 

 ∆ Rhetorical questions: statements posed as questions that are asked purely for persuasive effect. 
  e.g., Writing “How is this fair?” invites the audience to think, “It isn’t!”

 ∆ Analogies and anecdotes: Drawing parallels with events, people, things or stories to show their 
similarities.

 ∆ Figurative language: Phrases that are not meant to be interpreted literally. Those appropriate in the 
context of an analytical essay include:

 ∆ Similes: A comparison made using “like” or “as”. 
  e.g., In a world where reality TV stars are treated like Royals…

 ∆ Metaphors: Directly referring to something as another thing to show a similarity. 
  e.g., Feeding them a cocktail of drugs…

 ∆ Personification: Giving inanimate objects human qualities. 
  e.g., …slipping through Earth’s fingers…

 ∆ Hyperboles: A dramatic exaggeration used to make a point. 
  e.g., Schoolchildren have more gadgets than a space cadet. 

 ∆ Alliteration: A series of words beginning with the same sound. 
  e.g., …should be out of reach of the government’s greedy grasp.

 ∆ Juxtaposition: Arranging two or more ideas, characters or events to show how they contrast. 
  e.g., The child played with his wooden toy while the tanks rolled by.

 ∆ The rule of threes: A principle in writing that things that come in three are more persuasive and 
effective. 
  e.g., I came, I saw, I conquered.
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Vocabulary 

Try to utilise an impressive selection of sophisticated and colourful words throughout your text. Make 
sure you know how to spell and use these words before inserting them, however, as trying too hard to use 
complex vocabulary can detract from your writing, especially if you use it incorrectly!

Voice

The writer’s opinion should be conveyed through emotive and persuasive language. In some instances, 
first person may be appropriate, as telling personal anecdotes and articulating beliefs are one way  rather 
an opinion can be disseminated. First person persuasive arguments are generally more appropriate for 
speeches, however, where the speaker wishes to build rapport with the audience and establish themselves as 
relatable. In the context of a persuasive essay, third person is highly recommended in most instances, as it 
furthers your professional credibility and suggests you are an expert in the field you are discussing. 

Punctuation
Try to make use of the following less conventional punctuation marks at least once in your essay: 

 ∆ Colons                     :

 ∆ Semi-colons            ;

 ∆ Ellipses                   …

 ∆ Question marks     ?

 ∆ Dashes       —

 ∆ Brackets      ( )
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Deconstructing an Argumentative Essay

TEXTUAL 
FEATURES

TITLE 
Always include an 
appropriate title!

INTRODUCTION
In your introduction, you 
need to make sure that 
you orient the reader with 
the topic, as well as your 
position in relation to it. 
Then, signpost: list the 
points relevant to the issue 
that you will discuss in the 
essay. This introduction 
starts off by presenting 
the opposing view, then 
indicates the points of 
rebuttal and deconstruction 
it will make. It concludes 
with a thesis statement: 
the risks and questionable 
reliability of herbal 
medicine outweigh its 
benefits. 

BODY 
PARAGRAPH 1
In this essay, each body 
paragraph starts off with 
an argument that could be 
put forth by the opposition, 
then rebuts it with evidence 
and reasoning proving why 
their stance on the issue is 
more correct. 

BODY 
PARAGRAPH 2
Again, the topic sentence of 
this paragraph indicates the 
opposing contention that 
will be rebutted. The merits 
of the other argument are 
considered, analysed and 
then discarded in the face 
of compelling evidence to 
the contrary.

LANGUAGE 
FEATURES

(1) Vocabulary.

(2) Words or phrases that 
indicate weakness in the 
opposing argument.

(3) Transition phrase that 
introduces an opposing 
argument.

(4) Cohesive ties.

(5) Logos through factual 
evidence or quotes (note 
that in the QCS Writing 
Task, you will not need to 
provide a reference).

(6) Figurative language— 
alliteration
 

(7) Figurative language—
metaphor.

(8) Punctuation.

Herbal Remedies Should Not 
Replace Prescription Medicines

Despite the centuries, even millennia,1 that herbal 
medicine has been used in various cultures 
throughout the world, scientific studies in this area are 
still limited.2 There is inadequate1 evidence to support 
the contention1, 2 that the use of herbal remedies to 
treat an illnesses is in any way advantageous1 over 
pharmaceutical remedies. This has not stopped 
naturopaths and supporters of such alternative 
treatments to insist on the need to replace prescription 
medications with more natural substitutes. However,4 
the potential risks of misdiagnosis, mistreatment and 
overdose created by the questionable1 reliability of 
herbal medicine and the relative ease in which it may 
be acquired1 outweigh its purported1 medical and 
financial benefits.2

Among consumers and health professionals in 
favour of herbal medicine, it is commonly asserted 
that3 these products provide a safer alternative to 
prescription medication. According to Dr David 
Kildaire, Chair of the Naturopathic Practitioners 
Association of Australia,5 the general consensus1 
is that “herbal treatments are devoid of synthetic 
chemicals that produce adverse reactions or side 
effects in patients”. This contention, however, simply 
doesn’t hold up when examined in depth,2 as the 
supposed benefits of having fewer side effects must be 
balanced2 with the relative ineffectiveness of herbal 
medicine. Dr. Kildaire has already conceded1, 5 that 
“there are no known herbal remedies for sudden, 
serious complications such as broken bones or 
appendicitis”. Moreover, a study conducted by the 
University of Wisconsin found5 that a certain herbal 
remedy—8St John’s Wort—8successfully relieved 
patients of depression in only 50% of cases. Evidently,4 
herbal remedies don’t provide relief to everyone, and 
this questionable effectiveness2 provides a powerful 
reason2 as to why they should not completely replace 
prescription medication. 

It is widely held among both naturopaths and 
consumers that3 herbal medication provides a cost-
convenient6 alternative to prescription medicine. 
There is some plausible1 merit to this opinion, 
particularly in the case of the elderly or disabled, 
most of whom are on pensions and have to expend a 
considerable sum for cocktails of medication.7 What 
does need to be taken into consideration, however,2,4 
are the dangers that arise from the unregulated1 sale 
of herbal medicine. The Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission released a report in late 2008 
that found5 that at least 200 distributors of
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Deconstructing an Argumentative Essay
(Continued)

TEXTUAL 
FEATURES

BODY 
PARAGRAPH 3 
The topic sentence 
successfully links back to 
the topic in the previous 
paragraph by saying, 
‘Herbal medication is not 
only marketed as cost-
effective…’ and then goes 
on to elaborate what the 
third paragraph will be 
about. Again, points of 
rebuttal are provided in 
supporting sentences, 
and the sentences end 
with a conclusive and 
determinative statement.

CONCLUSION
The conclusion considers 
all opposing viewpoints 
discussed throughout the 
essay and reiterates the 
strength of the arguments 
used as rebuttal. It ends 
with a strong, emphatic 
statement contemplating 
the future and solidly 
affirming the author’s 
viewpoint.

LANGUAGE 
FEATURES

(1) Vocabulary.

(2) Words or phrases that 
indicate weakness in the 
opposing argument.

(3) Transition phrase that 
introduces an opposing 
argument.

(4) Cohesive ties.

(5) Logos through factual 
evidence or quotes.

(6) Figurative language—
alliteration

(8) Punctuation.

herbal medicines were providing inferior1 goods 
that contained less of the herb or plant product than 
specified1 on the label. The same study also4  found 
that5 “at least 40% of bottled herbal treatments 
contained other foreign matter, such as twigs or traces 
of bark”. The possibility of purchasing an inferior 
product that may not be as potent1 and therefore as 
effective as claimed on the packaging raises serious 
questions2 about the cost-effectiveness of herbal 
medications.
  
Herbal medication is not only marketed as cost-
effective, but is also promoted as3 being far more 
accessible1 due to the fact that it can be obtained 
without prescription. However,4 this fact can be more 
of a hazard than a health benefit. The relative ease 
in which herbal treatment can be accessed increases 
the dangers2 associated with misdiagnosis: patients 
who treat themselves with the wrong medication or 
even too much of the right medication can experience 
extremely adverse effects.6 For instance, an overdose 
of ginseng and chamomile can cause muscle tension 
and swelling;8 and consuming too many St. John’s 
Wort tablets can cause serotonin syndrome—8a life-
threatening illness.5 Patients should never be allowed 
such easy access to medication, as they do not have 
the medical training to comprehensively1 understand 
their symptoms, let alone determine the appropriate 
way to treat them. 
  
The assertion that herbal treatments should3 
take over the role of prescription medications is 
both unwarranted and irresponsible.2 The overall 
effectiveness of herbal medication is highly 
questionable2 considering its limited application with 
sudden illnesses, such as appendicitis;8 and the cost-
effectiveness and easy accessibility creates the risk2 of 
patients treating themselves with an incorrect product 
or dosage. Until such time as the issues surrounding 
herbal treatments are addressed, prescription 
medication should be kept on the market.
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Argumentative/Opinionative Essay

Generating Arguments
Animal testing involves the use of creatures like rats, rabbits, cats, dogs, pigs, primates and birds in 
experiments. Testing is primarily conducted for pharmaceutical, medical or scientific purposes, though 
animals are still used in testing for cosmetic purposes in most countries outside of Australia and the 
European Union, such as the United States. It has been estimated that up to 100 million animals are tested 
on each year, and the ethical questions raised by this practice are the subject of much debate. Do you think 
animal testing should be banned, or do its merits outweigh its cruelty? Choose which side of the fence you 
sit on, and in the boxes below outline points the other side could make, ways in which you could rebut 
them and any other additional points in your favour.

COUNTER ARGUMENTS REBUTTAL

EXTRA ARGUMENTS IN YOUR FAVOUR
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Writing an Autobiography

What is an Autobiography?
An autobiography is a detailed description or account of an individual’s life, written from their own 
perspective. It is unique in that the author of an autobiography is both the narrator and the main 
character of the story. An autobiography is not necessarily just recounting facts or dates; it tends to have 
less actual facts than a biography (which is written by a third party) and a more reflective, personalised 
tone. It can be described as a collection of intimate and personal stories that have generally been defining 
moments in the individual’s life. These recounts are detailed and distinctive of the individual, and 
generally grant the reader a unique and subjective insight into the author’s character. 

What is the Purpose of an Autobiography?

An individual may want to make an autobiography for a variety of reasons:

 ∆ to share their experiences with others;

 ∆ to relive the glory of past events or to recapture the feelings attached to them;

 ∆ to immortalise events that they are worried may be forgotten;

 ∆ to raise awareness of the importance of issues and events that the individual has personally 
experienced, but of which the general public are ignorant;

 ∆ to help others understand what it was like to live through certain eras or events;

 ∆ to convey to the audience a different view/understanding of certain events which may contradict the 
public perception;

 ∆ to lay to rest past tragedies or to help the author come to terms with past events;

 ∆ to help make sense of the past or contemplate the future for themselves; or 

 ∆ to simply share a message.

What Should an Autobiography Contain?

 ∆ SUBJECT MATTER
An autobiography is comprised of memories. It is a chronicle of the author’s life or part thereof. These 
stories, anecdotes and descriptions can be wide and varied. An autobiography tends to document the whole 
life of the author rather than just the author’s thoughts, feelings and emotions during a particular period of 
time (this is a memoir).

Autobiographies, whilst generally factual, can contain fiction if the author chooses. In the past, some 
authors have written autobiographies that are a mixture of their own and others’ experiences.

Autobiographies are entirely subjective; the author has the choice of whether or not to include certain 
memories and events and, as a result, can choose how they wants the audience to perceive them. 
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 ∆ STRUCTURE
Traditionally, autobiographies are chronological. They start with the beginning of the author’s life and 
illustrate the subject’s journey through life, typified by key events and periods. Autobiographies can, 
however, be side-tracked and jump to the future or past. For instance, if a key individual is mentioned and 
the author wishes to characterise that individual with an anecdote, they could use an anecdote from the 
past. Apart from these short sojourns, however, the timeline of an autobiography is typically linear.

Cohesion
Like all writing, autobiographies must be cohesive. As the story progresses, cohesive ties should be used to 
introduce new anecdotes or thoughts.

 e.g., I was devastated at the news, but this was a walk in the park compared to what would happen   
       next.

 ∆ LANGUAGE FEATURES
Tone
Autobiographical language can be informal, as the author will generally write in a tone with which they 
feel comfortable. There will be extensive use of names, places, people, organisations and monikers that the 
author deems important. 

An autobiography will always be written in the first person. There is not often a large amount of direct 
speech. Stories told will retell events from the author’s perspective and will, therefore, include the author’s 
emotions and inner thoughts on the event. For example, instead of “I spat at him. He recoiled, glaring at 
me”, an autobiographer may tend towards writing, “I couldn’t resist spitting at him. I remember how it 
splashed to the floor. I can still vividly recall the glint of hatred that flashed across his face.”

Audience

When you are writing an autobiography, think about your audience and why they want to read about 
you. What types of people would your story attract? The answer to this question will be different for each 
person—the audience of a superstar’s autobiography would be different from the audience of a politician’s 
autobiography. Write with your audience in mind—if you know that your target audience won’t have a 
wide vocabulary, then don’t use words they won’t understand. This will also affect your content, as you 
shouldn’t include events or memories that won’t engage your readers.

The author of an autobiography needs to relate to their audience through the text. The author needs to 
bring their self to life by employing anecdotes, comments from third parties, diary excerpts and personal 
reflections. Quotes are not as prevalent in autobiographies are they are in biographies because the most 
emotive, provoking and accurate representation of an event that was critical to the development of the 
author’s personality and character will most likely be made by the author him/herself. The information is 
already first hand; there is no need for ‘corroboration’ of sorts by secondary sources. 

Vocabulary

Try to utilise an impressive selection of sophisticated and colourful words throughout your text. Make 
sure you know how to spell and use these words before inserting them, however, as trying too hard to use 
complex vocabulary can detract from your writing, especially if you use it incorrectly! 
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Punctuation
Try to make use of the following less conventional punctuation marks at least once in your writing: 

 ∆ Colons                     :
 ∆ Semi-colons            ;
 ∆ Ellipses                   …
 ∆ Question marks     ?
 ∆ Dashes       —
 ∆ Brackets      ( )

Descriptive language and devices
Autobiographies often make use of: 

 ∆ Alliteration: A series of words that begin with the same letter. This can be particularly effective when 
done in a set of three or used in a title. 
  e.g., I slithered silently like a snake out of bed, being careful not to wake Sam. 

 ∆ Assonance: The repetition of words containing the same internal vowel sound  
  e.g., Terry Border is undeniably the smartest artist around.

 ∆ Hyperbole: A dramatic exaggeration used to make a point. 
  e.g., I felt like an outcast as I entered the theatre. I was pretty much the only person in there   
  without a beard—including the girls.

 ∆ Imagery: Describing the scene in a manner so colourful that it creates a graphic image in your 
readers’ minds.  
  e.g., My room is a mess. A sock has found its way onto the fan, my muddy jeans are strewn in  
  the corner, my bed sheets are in a bunch and there is sand all over the floor. I’m trying to piece  
  together what happened.

 ∆ Imperative voice: Forceful language instructing the audience (in this case the writer) to do 
something.  
  e.g., Note to self: sip hot tea slowly! My mouth is on fire.

 ∆ Metaphor: Directly referring to one thing as another for descriptive purposes. 
  e.g., The fluffy pavlova they brought out for dessert was a slice of heaven.

 ∆ Onomatopoeia: This is the use of words to represent sounds.  
  e.g., I can’t stand her whiny voice. Shoot me.

 ∆ Personal anecdotes: Tell stories about yourself to help your audience warm to you. These are 
particularly effective when they are self-deprecating. 
  e.g., I remember when I saw Misty as a puppy for the first time. I was a big sook—I cried for   
  20 minutes after we left the breeder because we weren’t allowed to take her home right away.
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 ∆ Personification: The process of attributing human qualities to inanimate objects.
e.g., The fridge is humming its beckoning song… I’m getting sick of this diet.

 ∆ Repetition: Repeating key words or certain sentence structures for emphasis.
e.g., It was self-indulgent. It was gluttonous. It was unnecessarily luxurious. I loved every minute 
of it.

 ∆ Rhetorical question: Questions that are asked in order to make a point, without the expectation of a 
reply.

e.g., Do you really think that’s fair?

 ∆ Sarcasm: This is where you say one thing (usually a sharp comment) but mean another. This implies 
that there is a shared understanding between you and the reader. If you succeed in building such a 
relationship, your readers are more likely to adopt your viewpoint. Irony is much like sarcasm, where 
you say one thing but mean another, but is slightly more subtle.

e.g., I have no idea of the intended purpose of this book, but it makes an excellent doorstop.

 ∆ Similes: A comparison between two things using words such as “like” or “as”. Similes are an excellent 
way to inject humour into your writing.

e.g., I sat there like a doormat as she walked all over me, jabbing me with insults like a prize 
fighter.

 ∆ Tone: Your own feelings towards whatever it is you are writing about are conveyed through your 
choice of words and use of imagery. Were you appalled? Amused? Awe-s tricken?

e.g., My eyes drank in the illustrious scenery—endless stretches of sandy horizons punctured only 
by the pyramids. (The tone is one of appreciation and amazement.)

 ∆ Stereotypes: Stereotypes are images of social groups or individuals that are based on popular beliefs. 
You can often have fun referring to stereotypes in your review.

e.g., I couldn’t believe those paintings were in a gallery! I’m guessing the exhibition is aimed at 
pretentious new-age types; the types who will overanalyse the implicit meaning of what seems to 
be purposefully bad painting while sipping double organic soy chai lattes (or whatever the latest 
craze is), wearing fake glasses and dismissing anything that is ‘good’ as mainstream. Can you tell 
I’m a cranky old man?
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Deconstructing an Autobiography

TEXTUAL 
FEATURES

TITLE
An appropriate title is 
important in grabbing 
your audience’s attention. 
By calling this piece of 
work ‘The Immortal’, the 
audience is prejudiced to 
believe that someone in 
the story is immortal; and 
in the way that the author 
presents their Grandfather, 
or ‘Pa’, on the first page,  the 
audience is predisposed to 
believe that Pa is a person 
of power and influence. 

INTRODUCTION
As with any piece of 
creative writing, the 
audience needs to be lured 
into reading it. Thus, by 
starting off with a relatively 
ambiguous description of 
the surroundings, complete 
with hyperbole and the 
foreshadowing of some sort 
of conquest, the audience is 
being enticed  into reading 
on...

PARAGRAPHING
There is no standard 
way to paragraph an 
autobiography. As a general 
rule, a new paragraph 
should be started when the 
author starts a personal 
reflection that is not in 
keeping with the narrative 
tone (i.e. Start a new 
paragraph every time 
the author begins to start 
talking about feelings 
and veers away from the 
narrative). In this, a new 
paragraph is used for 
speech to increase tension.

LANGUAGE 
FEATURES

(1) Personification—
gives the reader a vivid 
description.

(2) Simile—gives 
the reader a vivid 
description.

(3) Onomatopoeia—
giving the reader a 
description of the sounds 
being made.

(4) Hyperbole—
dramatic exaggerations 
emphasising the point.

(5) Imagery—painting a 
picture for readers.

(6) Uncommon 
punctuation.

(7) Personal anecdote—
develops the characters.

(8)  Imperative language.

(9) Repetition—
repeating reasons why 
the author should win, 
emphasises his belief.

The Immortal
The following extract is from an autobiography written 
by an oil tycoon.

As we abandoned the dim warmth of the household, the 
hungering cold1 of night air engulfed us like a tidal wave 
surging over the beach.2 My bare feet infringed on the 
silence as they met the terracotta tiles—6slap, slap, slap.3 
The pair of us strode side by side into the centre of the 
backyard, hugging ourselves in an attempt to counter the 
chill. From here, we parted as grandfather and grandson 
and became adversaries. In several seconds, total and utter 
destruction of the other would be all that concerned us. It 
was kill or be killed.4

Pa glanced at me as we revelled in the majesty of the mighty 
table-tennis table. I remember how his ice-blue eyes pierced 
the side of my head, as I struggled to not meet his gaze.5

“My serve—6age before beauty,” he grumbled.
The broad Liverpudlian accent briefly overcame the South-
London tint he had unwittingly acquired during his time in 
the South-East. I remember back then how I used to gaze 
at him as he spoke7, hanging on every word. I viewed Pa’s 
persona from a unique perspective;6 I doubt that anyone 
idolised his calm, meditative disposition more than myself. 
One of my many aspirations in life was to achieve a state of 
serenity similar to his;6 to realise that it was ineffectual to 
dwell on past mistakes and more productive to concentrate 
on planning future triumphs.

That night was the night8, I remember thinking to myself. 
It was the night I was confident that I had the power, the 
potential and the ability9 to overthrow my grandfather as 
the family god of table tennis. It was my chance to become 
‘king of the court’ and acquire the familial bragging rights 
that would come with it. I ached for victory;6 nothing but 
triumph could satisfy me.

Pa raised his bat as the moon emerged from behind 
the clouds, as if rising to watch the battle.5  I remember 
glancing up at it momentarily, intrigued by its crescent 
shape as the ball was served. It became a blur as it boomed 
down the centre line. I twisted my bat, fighting for control 
of the duel as Pa’s youth unexpectedly burst free from his 
ageing frame.1 He twisted his body forward, flicking his 
wrist with unparalleled dexterity. I lunged for the shot, but 
it curved with such brilliance upon bouncing off the table 
that I missed it completely. 
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Deconstructing an Autobiography
(Continued)

TEXTUAL 
FEATURES

CLIMAX
Autobiographies don’t 
always have an easily 
identifiable climax, as the 
narrative flow is often 
interrupted by reflections 
and other (rather 
irrelevant) topics. However, 
the story  should have 
some sort of “moment of 
realisation” or key moment 
which can be identified as 
the defining moment in the 
story.

CONCLUSION
An autobiographical 
narrative will generally 
conclude by restating 
the underlying moral of 
the story. When writing 
a conclusion to an 
autobiography, you should 
ensure that the story has 
been completed, and the 
‘point’ of the story has 
been made clear through 
personal reflection. The 
purpose of the anecdote 
is to demonstrate some 
element of character—in 
this case,  it illustrates 
the relationship between 
grandfather and grandson. 
The grandson idolised 
his grandfather and 
then finally beat him in 
a symbolic table tennis 
match. Age had matured 
him sufficiently to take his 
grandfather’s title. The real 
relevance of the anecdote is 
stated in the final sentence, 
where it is said that this 
type of battle would 
continue as the grandson 
ascended to the head of the 
family company.  

LANGUAGE 
FEATURES

(6)  Uncommon 
punctuation.

(10) Metaphor—used 
to vividly describe the   
serve.

(5) Imagery—painting a 
picture for readers.

(4) Hyperbole—
dramatic exaggerations 
emphasising the point.

(9)  Repetition—
repeating the reasons why 
the author should win 
emphasises his belief.

“One, love.”

I fought back the next several points;6 as relaxed as 
he seemed, I could see panic flash across his eyes. His 
natural talent was controlling the points as always, but 
my reflexes and ambition were an equal match. The 
game continued at an astonishing pace as we battled 
furiously neither one of us allowing the other to get 
ahead.

“Twenty-all.”

It came down to this, first to twenty-one took the 
spoils, while the other would be left ruing missed 
opportunities and lazy shots. He served—6a fireball of 
fury.10 My return arced high in the air, landing short 
on the table. The memory of him desperately lunging 
forward is as vivid as ever. A glint of anticipation 
flashed across his face as he nicked the ball with 
his bat, sending it curling smoothly out wide. I 
deftly strafed, returning it deep into the court as he 
struggled to move backwards from the table. The 
sphere bounced millimetres in front of his bat, and his 
shot landed short and high. I dashed forward, my arm 
curling through an over-exaggerated motion to smash 
the ball beyond all possible recall.5

“Game.”

I’d done it—6finally, after all these years of domination, 
Pa’s stranglehold on the family table tennis champion 
title had ended. I regarded it as the end of an era.4 
Pa was always the individual who had skills that 
could not be matched by any individual. He was elite, 
invincible, immortal9—6until that day. This battle 
would set the tone of our relationship for the next ten 
years, as I slowly ascended to the throne of CEO of 
Letty Oil. SA
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Autobiography

Writing an Autobiographical Narrative
Autobiographies are based on personal experiences. Some of these experiences are often mundane or dull 
to those who read them if there is no reflection. However, a philosophical or reflective element acting 
alongside the story can introduce a level of depth and emotive feel to even the most basic and routine 
occurrence, and justify the event as being key in the development of a person’s personality or character. 
Capitalise on an idea from the list below (or an original idea) and write an autobiographical narrative that 
helped define you as a person in the space provided.

 ∆ Your first day of school.

 ∆ The passing away of a family pet or relative.

 ∆ An unhappy birthday.

 ∆ A near-death experience.

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________              

__________________________________________________________________________________________      

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________       
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Autobiography

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________              

__________________________________________________________________________________________      

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________       

__________________________________________________________________________________________       
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